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X-ray spectroscopic methods have been increasingly used in recent years in studying dense high-
temperature plasmas produced by sources relying on the vacuum spark, the plasma focus, laser-beam or
electron-beam interactions, and exploding wires. The plasma produced in such sources is usually in a
state that is intermediate between thermodynamic and coronal equilibrium so that the intensities in the
spectra of multiply-charged ions are largely determined by the kinetics of excited-state relaxation. An
analysis is given of the methods available for calculations of cross sections and rates of relaxation of
excited states under electron and ion impact. The relative intensities of x-ray lines and their possible use
in plasma-density diagnostics are examined. The effects of electric and magnetic fields in plasmas on line
spectra of multiply-charged ions are briefly discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION should be much more readily satisfied (n is the plasma
density and τ is its lifetime).

The advent of pulsed heating and inertial confinement
of plasmas has opened up new possibilities for research Progress in this field has presented theoretical and
into the dynamics of dense1» high-temperature plasmas Practical spectroscopy with new problems because line
and of atomic processes involving multiply-charged s P e c t r a a r e a m o n S t h e f e w a n d ' a t t h e s a m e t i m e > m o s t

ions in such plasmas. informative sources of data on processes occurring in
dense hot regions.

The rapid development of laser plasma research (see
Refs. 1-7) has led to proposals for and experiments on T h e P o i n t i s t h a t U i s practically impossible to use
the utilization of high-intensity electron»"» and i o n " " " c o n t a c t diagnostics for inertially confined plasmas in
beams in producing the conditions necessary for ther- w h i c h t h e m 0 S t

R important processes occur over time
monuclear reactions. According to current ideas, plas- i n t e r v a l s ~ l O ' 8 " ^ " 9 sec and over distances -10<-103

mas can be produced by focusing high-power photons or c m · mterferometric methods, the probing of plasmas
charged-particle pulses on the surface of solid targets. w l t h l a s e r b e a m s > a n d l a s e r scattering, which have been
Moreover, the use of composite targets and of pulses of w i d e l y u s e d i n s y s t e m s with magnetic plasma conf ine-
the appropriate shape should, at least in principle, m e n t < s e e R e f s · 1 7 " 1 9 a n d t h e references cited therein),
produce compression of the target material by a factor a r e s t i U restricted to electron densities N, s 102° cm"',
of about 102-10< as compared with the solid-state den- Successful application of these methods in active di-
sity, so that the Lawson criterion «τ - 1 0 " c m ' ' sec agnostics of plasmas with electron densities N. > 1022

cm" 3 will require a substantial reduction in the wave-
length of the probing laser radiation (down to 1000 A or

"The phrase "dense plasma" is meant to represent plasmas less). The development of lasers with the necessary
with electron density Ne2 lo19 cm"3. angular and spectral characteristics in this wavelength
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band is an independent problem that is still far from
final solution (see, for example, Refs. 20-22).

On the other hand, x-ray spectroscopy has now
reached a stage where spectra can be examined with
spatial resolution down to 10 μ (Ref. 23) and time reso-
lution of ~10"9 (Refs. 24 and 25). There are practically
no restrictions on electron density that are connected
with refraction of the radiation or transparency of the
plasma under investigation in the x-ray range. Theory
thus faces the traditional problem, namely, analysis of
the interaction between the particles and of the trans-
port processes in plasmas with a view to extracting in-
formation on plasma parameters from observed char-
acteristics of the spectrum.

The diagnostic problem formulated above awaits
urgent solution in most of the plasma devices used for
pulsed heating and inertial confinement of plasmas, in-
cluding the vacuum spark, the plasma focus, exploding
wires, and powerful laser and electron beams. Plas-
mas produced in such sources have high densities and
are therefore unusually bright sources of x-ray line
spectra. In recent years, studies carried out with
such systems have stimulated research into further ap-
plications of the x-ray band and new methods for plas-
ma diagnostics. The net result of all this has been the
realization that existing data on fundamental atomic
constants of multiply-charged ions, such as the wave-
length of spectral lines, probability of radiative transi-
tions, and collision cross sections, are clearly inade-
quate. The observed spectra could not be interpreted
in the absence of reliable theoretical calculations of
energy levels. In addition, the spectral line intensities
could not be interpreted in the absence of detailed in-
formation on emission probabilities and collision cross
sections. These quantities are exceedingly difficult to
measure in the case of multiply charged ions so that
theoretical data are the main sources of information.

On the other hand, comparison of observed and cal-
culated spectra in a broad range of plasma parameters
can provide information on the precision of atomic con-
stants used in transport models of plasmas. This pro-
vides at least an indirect way of experimental verifica-
tion of the basic assumptions used in the approximate
solution of problems in atomic physics.

In this review, we shall consider the emission of
spectral lines by hot dense plasmas (Chap. 2), the
relaxation of excited states of ions (Chap. 3), the rela-
tive intensities of the spectral lines, and their possible
use in plasma diagnostics (Chaps. 4-6). We shall also
consider the influence of electric and magnetic fields
on the emission spectra of multiply-charged ions (Chap.
7).

2. EXCITATION OF SPECTRA IN INERTIALLY
CONFINED PLASMA

The character of the line spectrum emitted by an
atom or ion depends on the conditions of excitation,
i.e., in general, on all the physical parameters of the
plasma that determine the distribution of the excited
ions over the energy levels. When the rates of radia-

tive and collisional transitions between the energy
levels of ions are known, measurements of the relative
line intensities can be used to determine the electron
temperature Tt and the electron density JVf of the
plasma. The pair of lines chosen for diagnostic pur-
poses must be due to a sufficiently simple ion, so that
the collisional relaxation constants and radiative tran-
sition probabilities can be determined theoretically
with adequate precision, since experimental data on
multiply-charged ions are almost totally lacking.
Moreover, the lines must have sufficiently close fre-
quencies in order to avoid difficulties with the calibra-
tion of the spectrograph. An excellent review of the
state of this problem, mainly from the astrophysical
point of view, has been given by Gabriel and Jordan.26

A substantial amount of new experimental data has ac-
cumulated in recent years on the x-ray spectra of ions
in the vacuum spark,27"31 the plasma focus,32 the θ
pinch,33 the exploding wire,34·35 and, especially, laser
plasmas.38"42 Figure 1 shows typical spectra recorded
with crystal spectrometers for laser plasmas in the
region 3-20 A. Vacuum ultaviolet emission of laser
plasmas with λ~ 100-300 A has been investigated with
diffraction gratings at glancing incidence (Fig. 2). Typi-
cal spectrograms are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

On the other hand, progress in the theory of atomic
spectra""45 has led to the prediction of the energy levels
of certain types of ion with spectroscopic precision. A
large proportion of the observed lines in the spectra of
ions belonging to the simplest isoelectronic sequences
has been identified as the result of this. We therefore
now have the completely realistic expectation that quan-
titative information on laboratory-plasma parameters
will be determined from measured intensities of identi-
fied spectral lines in the x- ray band. This problem has

Electron beam
300 keV, 2.5 Msec

10.6 Mm, 200 J
2 nsec

60 kV

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement for x-ray studies of laser
plasmas.137 (a) Heating of plasmas by neodymlum laser: 1—
100% mirror, 2—optical gate with quartz wedge polarizer,
3 active element, 4—16% output mirror, 5—optical gate with
quartz wedge polarizers, 6—discharger with laser switching,
7 seven amplifiers (with output aperture of 60 mm in diam-
eter), 8—focusing system, 9—target, 10—convex mica crys-
tal (2d=19.8 A), 11—LiF crystal (2d=4 A) in the Coucholrs
arrangement, 12—UF-VR x-ray film, (b) Heating of plasmas
with CO2 laser with plasma mirror: 1—flat gold-plated mir-
ror, 2—laser cavity, 3—NaCl windows, 4—parabolic gold-
plated mirror, 5—target, 6—crystal in Johann arrangement,
7—film.
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RC

FIG. 2. Detection of vacuum UV radiation from laser plas-
ma: 1 0 8 Τ—target, St—entrance slit of spectrograph, RC—
Rowland circle, G—diffraction grating, F— photographic film,
S 2—auxiliary slit producing the necessary spatial resolution
in the direction away from the plane of the target.

been examined in detail in Refs. 46 and 47 in relation to
the problem of determining the temperature and ioniza-
tion state of plasmas. The determination of the electron
density is no less important for applications and, in the
first instance, for studies of inertially confined plas-
mas. The particular feature of laboratory plasma in
this case is that the spectral line intensities depend on
the probabilities of collisional transitions between ex-
cited states, i.e., in the final analysis, on the plasma
density.

To illustrate the foregoing, consider a simple three-
level scheme (Fig. 5), where the excited levels 1 and 2
are connected to the ground state 0 by radiative transi-
tions with probabilities At and A2, respectively, and the
rate of mixing of levels 1 and 2 by electron impact is,

Mg, Z = 12

m
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FIG. 3. (a) Spatially resolved spectrum of MgX and MgXI in
the range 9.15-9.35 A (Ref. 116). Plane of the target is at the
bottom of the figure. There is a clear variation in relative in-
tensity with distance r from the target, (b) Temperature and
density profiles of plasma, deduced from the relative intensi-
ties in the spectra of MgX and MgXI. (c) Equal-density plots
for the x-ray images of the laser facula. The scale of the im-
age and the spatial resolution along the two coordinate axes
are shown on the right; The density scale is shown on the left.
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FIG. 4. Spectrum of CaXVI in the range 156-170 A108 (a); (b)
shows density plots obtained for the spectra at different dis-
tances from the surface of the target. There is a clear varia-
tion with distance in the intensity ratio for the 168.412 and
169.49 A lines, which depends on the plasma density (see Sec.
4D).

as usual, much greater than the rates of excitation from
the ground state, ( w 0 1 ) and (νσκ)· In the limitng cases
of low and high plasma densities, the intensity ratio a
= Il/l2 = N1A1/N2A2 (NJ and ΛΓ2 are the populations of
levels 1 and 2, respectively) corresponds to the coronal
and Boltzmann distributions, respectively. In the limit
of low densities, when each excitation event is accom-
panied by a radiative decay, we have the coronal dis-
tribution and the intensity ratio is equal to the ratio of
rates of excitation of levels 1 and 2, i.e., a = ac
=(νθοί)Ανση)· At very high densities, when colli-
sional relaxation processes predominate over radiative
processes, we have the Boltzmann distribution and the
intensity ratio a becomes aB=giAl/g2A2 (wheregi and
g2 are the statistical weights of levels 1 and 2, respec-
tively, and it is assumed that the difference between the
energies of levels 1 and 2 is much less than the electron
temperature). Depending on level structure, the values
of ac and aB may be comparable in magnitude but may
also differ by several orders of magnitude. It is clear
that there is an intermediate range of values of the
electron density N, (Fig. 5), where the rates of radia-
tive and collisional relaxation are of the same order,
and the relative intensity a varies from ac to aB. It is
precisely this region that is of main interest for plasma
diagnostics. In particular, for the level scheme shown
in Fig. 5, the region of appreciable dependence of a on

to-' Λ7" Λ7' , 10s

FIG. 5. Three-level model illustrating the origin of the den-
sity-dependent intensity ratio. The figure shows the function
0HNe) for the given model with 0^ = 0
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Ν, corresponds to

(2.1)

Under astrophysical conditions, the inequality given
by (2.1) can be satisfied only for metastable states con-
nected by a forbidden transition to the ground state.
Under laboratory conditions and, above all, for inertial
methods of plasma confinement (laser plasiria, high-in-
tensity electron beams, and exploding wires), the con-
dition given by (2.1) can be satisfied for allowed, and
even for resonance, transitions.

The use of laser plasma as a source evidently pro-
vides a unique possibility of observing in a single ex-
periment the lines of a particular ion emitted from re-
gions differing in electron density by several orders.
We thus have the possibility of direct observation of the
transition from one mechanism of excitation of spectra
to another and, consequently, a direct determination of
the intensity ratio α as a function of the plasma density
(Figs. 3 and 4).

In the next section, we shall consider some of the
problems encountered in the evaluation of the atomic
constants necessary for the determination of the function
a(N,). In the subsequent sections, we shall consider
several pairs of lines corresponding to the η = 2 — η
= 1,2 transitions (η is the principal quantum number) In
H-, He-, and O-like ions for which measured intensity
ratios can be used to determine the plasma electron
density.

Before the function a(N,) can be determined, we must
have data on rates of elementary processes of three
types, namely, (a) excitation from the ground state by
electron impact (or, in the case of autoionization states,
by electron capture), (b) radiative decay, and (c) colli-
sional processes leading to transitions between excited
states.

The necessity of studying processes (a) and (b) in the
case of multiply charged ions arose in connection with a
number of astrophysical problems. Intensive studies
during the last decade have resulted in experimental
data on these processes for ions with moderate degree
of ionization,48"55 and reasonably reliable theoretical
values. M " e o

There are practically no experimental data on multi-
ply-charged ions in the case of the last of the above
three types of process, whereas theoretical data are
clearly inadequate. Several laboratories have developed
detailed programs for studying the scattering of charged
particles by ions, using detailed numerical calculations
of atomic structures.6 1"6 3 However, theoretical de-
scription of the spectrum requires not merely one or
two but a large number (up to a few tens) of cross sec-
tions, and this presents considerable computational
difficulties. In view of all this, the development of
possibly less precise but simple and universal methods
of calculating the necessary cross sections58·64"*6 re-
mains an urgent problem for plasma diagnostics.

Before we proceed directly to the discussion of re-
laxation rates and intensity ratios, we note that levels

1 and 2 in Fig. 5 usually correspond to the same princi-
pal quantum number. The energy difference between
these levels is, therefore, very small:

£, - Ex
Et Ex, £ , - Et. (2.2)

These inequalities lead to the following three impor-
tant consequences: 1) when the rate of mixing by elec-
tron impact is calculated, effects associated with the
Coulomb attraction between electrons and ions are not
important; 2) inclusion of the Coulomb repulsion is
essential in calculations of the rate of mixing by ion-
ion collisions, and 3) the energy-level difference in
dense plasmas may turn out to be of the order of the
frequency of the electron Langmuir oscillations; if this
is so, then, in general, Debye screening of the exciting
electron (ion) by the charged plasma particles must be
taken into account.

Thus, the first step in calculations of the rate of
collisional mixing of excited states is to determine
which particles (electrons or ions) are the most im-
portant, and then to calculate the rates of transfer in
the light of the foregoing remarks.

3. RATES OF COLLISIONAL RELAXATION OF
EXCITED STATES

Since the excitation energy Δ£ = /ζω =ΕΖ - Et is small
in comparison with the kinetic energy of the colliding
particles, their relative motion can be regarded as
classical, and we can use the impact parameter ap-
proach. The transition cross' section ai2{v) is then
given by

On(v) p, v)4p. (3.1)

where Wn(p,v) is the probability of the 1—2 transition
in a collision between the ion and the charged particle
of relative velocity ν and impact parameter p. The
following point is important in calculations of the tran-
sition probability W12(a,f) and the cross section ou(v).
The effect of Coulomb forces on the path of the col-
liding particles or, in other words, the extent to which
the true path differs from the straight-line path is
determined by the Coulomb parameter6 7

(3.2)

where Z<fi and Zte are the charges of the colliding par-
ticles, and Μ is their reduced mass. If we substitute
the mean velocity vT= &T/M = {Ζ2/η0)^β/Μ into (3.2)
(where e=kTn\/z\'Ry, Ry = 13.6 eV, and n0 is the
principal quantum number of the ground state of the
ion involved in the transition), we obtain

*,/£«., (3.3)

where m is the electron mass.

When the plasma is in ionization equilibrium, the pa-
rameter θ lies in the range ~l/3 - 1/2 and (3.3) shows
that v«\ for electron-ion collisions (M=m,Zi = l)
with small resonance defects (&E«kT), so that the
curvature of the paths of the colliding particles is un-
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important.87 On the contrary, in the case of ion-ion
collisions, the formula given by (3.3) shows that the
Coulomb parameter ν can be large even for A£«feT,
so that the repulsion between the ions must, in general,
be taken into account. Accordingly, electron-ion and
ion-ion collisions will be considered separately in the
following two subsections.

A. Cross sections and transition rates for electron-ion

collisions

As indicated above, the motion of the incident elec-
trons can be regarded as taking place over straight
line paths when the transition probabilities are cal-
culated for electron-ion collisions.

The latent symmetry of the problem enables us to
find the exact solution of the quantum-mechanical
problem for the hydrogen atom in the field of a uni-
formly moving charge68 if the off-diagonal radial ma-
trix element for the interaction has the form

The excitation cross section is given by

"«w-'M-ZJi;) » ( V ) ·

where ω is the transition energy, and

(3.6)

2nS2exp( — 25), 5-»-oo,

where K0(S) and K^S) are the Macdonald functions.

The rate of excitation is obtained by averaging (3.6)
over the Maxwellian distribution of electrons with tem-
perature T,:

(cm* sec-),

where a = 4Tjm (wfl,)"1, and

V(R)° (3.4)

where R is the separation between the incident electron
and the nucleus. The scattering matrix for this prob-
lem was used in a number of papers on the theory of
collisions and in the theory of broadening of spectral
lines.6 9"7 2 An analogous solution can also be used for
optically allowed transitions in nonhydrogen-like
atoms.

However, the potential given by (3.4) provides the
correct description of electron-ion interactions only
for large separations, because the true potential re-
mains finite as R —• 0. It has been shown73 that this
ensures that the use of this potential leads to collision
cross sections at high energies that are too large by a
factor of at least two. It follows that the Born approxi-
mation with a potential correctly describing the inter-
action at small separations is better in the present
case.

Shevelko et al.u used an off-diagonal potential for
inelastic interactions in the form

V (R)^XR(R^ + B*)'W (3.5)

(λ and Ro are atomic constants characterizing the
strength and range of the interaction) to develop a
simple method capable of yielding analytic expressions
for the cross sections and rates of excitation of opti-
cally allowed transitions in the Born approximation.
Detailed analysis and comparison with numerical cal-
culations have shown that, in contrast to the previously
used potential given by (3.4), the potential (3.5) gives
the correct description of the cross section both at high
and low (up to the cross section maximum) energies of
the incident electron. Without going into details of the
derivation, we shall merely reproduce the formulas for
the cross sections and rates of excitation that are nec-
essary for applications.2'

2 )Here and elsewhere in this section, we use the atomic sys-
tem of units.

(lna—0.321)/a for a-*oo,
(1.43/a*/3)exp(-2.38/o2'3) for a-*0.

Figure 6 shows graphs of g(S) and/(a), as reported by
Shevelko et al.u

The constants λ (related to the oscillator strength/1 2

and the probability AjjSec"1 of radiative transitions)
are, in general, given by

.J -ι (3·°)2ω

Λο = 2 j Pi (r) P2 (r) r A-/3 j Ρ, (r) P 2 (r) dr, (3.9)

where Ζ\ = ί is the charge of the incident particle (elec-
tron), g( is the statistical weight of the ι-th level, Ρ is
the atomic weight function, and J~P2dr = l. In the case
of transitions without a change in the principal quantum
number («,/)•— (n,l + 1) in a hydrogen-like ion, we have

(3.10)

The formulas given by (3.6) and (3.7) were obtained
within the framework of the Born approximation, the

10" to'*

FIG. 6. Graphs oig(S),f(a), and/(a,0), which determine the
cross sections and rates of inelastic transitions occurring dur-
ing electron-ion collisions. The function f(a,β) measures the
influence of plasma effects on the inelastic collision frequency.
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validity of which for transitions with a small resonance
defect is (see Ref. 74 for further details)

(• «̂̂ «l- (3.1D

If we express the velocity in terms of temperature in
(3.11) and use (3.10), we obtain

(3.12)

Since, according to (2.3), A£/feT«l, the condition
for the validity of the Born approximation is satisfied
provided that η is not too large.

B. Cross section and transition rates for ion-ion collisions

As already noted, Coulomb repulsion between the
colliding ions must be taken into account in calculations
of transition probabilities for ion-ion collisions or, in
other words, the actual hyperbolic paths must be used
for the relative motion of the ions. However, it turns
out that, in contrast to the case of electron-ion colli-
sions, the cross sections for a broad class of transi-
tions can be calculated by using the simple approxima-
tion given by (3.5) for the inelastic interaction potential.

In fact, if the relative velocity of the ions is not too
high, i.e.,

1E
R,M

and θ < (3.13)

(this is practically always valid for collisions between
multiply-charged ions), the Coulomb repulsion ensures
that the separation R between them is always greater
than Ro even for collisions with zero impact parameter,
so that the true inelastic interaction potential can be
replaced by (3.4). The cross section for the transition
in first-order perturbation theory is

οα{υ)=8η (4-)2β-νπΙ-ν^ν(ν)Λ:;,(ν)] = 8π(4-)2Φ(ν), (3.14)

where Kiy(f) is the Macdonald function with imaginary
index and the function Φ(Ρ) is tabulated in Ref. 67 and
has the following asymptotic behavior:

Φ(ν) = { ln-|-, T = eC = 1.781 . . . . v-»0,

-2=exp(—2πν), ν-*οο.
(3.15)

Averaging of νση(ν) over the Maxwellian distribution
for ions with temperature T, yields

(3.16)

where

, / T | , ζιΖιω

"Μ Μν'τ

Ψ(ξ) = 8 V2n jzexp ( ~ £ ) Φ (JL) dx

•Ι
201η(1.39/ξ),

73.2ξ ο · 2βχρ(-2.7| 0- 4),

It is important to emphasize that (3.14) and (3.16)
were derived in first-order perturbation theory, i.e.

in the Born approximation. However, for ion-ion colli-
sions, the condition for the validity of this approxima-
tion is frequently not satisfied, and this leads to the
violation of the unitarity of the scattering matrix, so
that the transition probability Wl2(p,v), calculated in
first-order perturbation theory, may turn out to be
greater than unity for a certain range of values of the
parameters ρ, ν, ω, and λ. The cross sections and ex-
citation rates calculated from (3.14) and (3.16) are then
generally too high. To remove this defect, we can use
the normalization procedure which is reasonably well
tested in the theory of atomic collisions.64'73 In par-
ticular, we restrict the transition probability by setting

, v) - min {-γ, Wa (p, y) (3.17)

where Wl2(p,v) is given by the formulas of the Born ap-
proximation. It can then be readily shown that the nor-
malized cross sections and transition rates can be
written in the form75·78

=•£·£(5. ι). (3.18)

where •η = Μ\^\ω/ζιΖΐ, and β, Ε are certain universal
functions. Graphs of β and E, obtained by numerical
calculations on a computer,75 are shown in Figs. 7-8.
These results can readily be used to determine the
cross sections and excitation rates for a broad range
of transitions occurring during ion-ion collisions. For
example, Fig. 9 shows the rates for the reactions

MgXII (2s1/2) + Mg+« -+ MgXII (2p1/2) + Mg+»,

MgXII (2si/2) + Mg+U-* MgXII (2p3/2) + Mg+»,

calculated with the aid of Fig. 8, and the rates for
these transitions during electron-ion collisions, cal-
culated from (2.7). We note that it is clear from Fig. 9
that the ion excitation rate may substantially exceed the
electron rate for transitions with various small reso-
nance defects (the transition 2s1 / 2 — 2/>1/2). Further
details can be found in Ref. 77 and in the next Section of
this review.

C. Influence of plasma polarization effects on the
frequency of inelastic collisions

The exceedingly high plasma density reached in iner-

10'

to"

w° 70' it?-' to-'

FIG. 7. Plots of β(ν,η), which determine the cross sections
for inelastic transitions during ion-ion collisions.
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ΛΓ 10" 10' ξ

FIG. 8. Plots of £(ί ,η), which determine the rate of inelastic
transitions during ion-ion collisions. Broken curve shows the
asymptotic behavior of the function Ε(ξ,0) [see (3.16)].

tial confinement systems leads us to the consideration
of the influence of polarization effects on excitation
processes during inelastic collisions. In fact, charged
plasma particles in the first place screen the field due
to the exciting particle and, next, as the particle flies
past an atom, it induces a variable dipole moment in
the plasma which, in general, will have a Fourier com-
ponent at the frequency of the atomic transition. The
spectroscopic consequences of these effects have been
examined in the literature in connection with the emis-
sion of forbidden lines,7 8·7 9 and the theory of spectral
line broadening.M The effect of Debye screening in
dense plasmas on recombination coefficients and the
broadening of Ly man lines have also been discussed.8 1"8 3

In actual fact, polarization effects do not reduce to
Debye screening. If the excitation energy Kwn of the
atomic transition is of the order of HwL (where u>L is
the Langmuir frequency), it is found that the frequency
dispersion of the plasma permittivity becomes im-
portant.8 4·8 5 This must be borne in mind in the case of
coUisional transitions between highly excited states and
between fine structure components.

The influence of plasma effects on the inelastic transi-
tion frequency is conveniently described not within the
framework of collision theory but by considering the
atom or ion placed in the random field V(r, t) due to the
entire ensemble of charged particles in the plasma. The
probability of the inelastic 1 — 2 transition in first-order
perturbation theory is then given by85

100 500 7>v

v,, = 2nJ \A (?) ['V (?, cols) dq, (3.19)

where V2(q,wl2) is the spectral density of fluctuations in
the potential V(r, t), the atomic formfactor is given by

A (?) = \ φ, (r) ψ? (r) eT dr, (3.20)

and ip(r) are the atomic wave functions. Polarization ef-
fects can readily be included in the spectral density
Κ2(?,ω12) of the fluctuations when the transition prob-
ability is given in the general form (3.19). In the limit-
ing case of tenuous plasma, when the frequency of
inelastic collisions obviously reduces to the product
Ni(voit) (σ12 is the excitation cross section), the ex-
pression given by (3.19) corresponds to the spectral
density of fluctuations in the ideal electron gas.

If we use (3.20) for the atomic formfactor, we can
write the inelastic collision frequency for closely
spaced levels in the form

_JV«8/aX'/(q, β)
1 2 ~ <ωΛ,)

./(α, β) = 4τ (3.21)

FIG. 9. Rates of excitation of 2s1/2~*2/>1/2,j/2 transitions by
electron and ion Impact.

where Kt is the Macdonald function, the longitudinal
permittivity of the plasma is given by

where β = (fi>L/u}u)x=qvj/u>12, and Φ(χ) is the plasma
dispersion function.88 When β =0, the function/(/3, β)
becomes identical with/(a) [see (3.7)] and, when βφΟ,
the function/(α, β) represents the plasma polarization
effect (see Fig. 6). We conclude that polarization ef-
fects are important if the plasma frequency is com-
parable with the atomic transition frequency, and the
Debye length is comparable with the characteristic
length for the atomic interaction.

4. RELATIVE SPECTRAL-LINE INTENSITIES OF
MULTIPLY-CHARGED IONS IN DENSE PLASMA

A. Intensity ratio for the fine-structure components of
a resonance line of hydrogen-like ions

Consider the elementary processes that govern the
intensity of the Lyman doublet of hydrogen-like ions.
Even this apparently simple spectrum gives an intensity
ratio that is a function of density. The point to note
first is that, in this case, the coronal and Boltzmann
limits of the intensity ratio of the fine-structure com-
ponents, i.e., /3 = /(2/> 1 / 2-ls 1 / 2)//(2/>3 / 2-ls 1 / 2) (Fig.
10) are equal: /3C = βΒ —1/2. This is so because the
radiative decay probabilities for the 2/>1/2 and 2ps/2

sublevels are equal, and their rates of population by
electron impact from n# 2 levels (including the con-
tinuum) are proportional to the statistical weights.
However, for intermediate electron densities, when
neither the coronal nor the Boltzmann models are
valid, we have βφ l/2, so that we have to consider the
balance equations for the 2s 1 / 2, 2pl/2, and 2/>3/2 level
populations (represented by subscripts 1, 2, and 3,
below):77
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FIG. 10. Ratio β of the intensities of the fine-structure com-
ponents of the La line emitted by a hydrogen-like ion as a func-
tion of plasma density.

IΝ, [At (Ca + £·„)] =

> (C21 + Ca)\ = (4.1)

where Ar(<)C}» = JV("(c;» + l/|C*rt), ? = tf(<)/tf.; tf(O is
the density of the ions, q, is the rate of population of
the j-th level by electron impact from states with η Φ 2,
Aj is the probability of radiative decay of thej-th level
to the ground state l s 1 / 2 , and Clk are the resultant rate
coefficients describing transitions between fine-struc-
ture sublevels due to ion-ion and electron-ion colli-
sions.

The following simplifying assumptions can be used to
solve (4.1): (1) the rate of the 2/>1/2~ 2/>3/2 quadrupole
transition is much less than the rates of the optically
allowed 2s1 / 2^2/>1 / 2 and 2 χ ϊ / 2 ζ : 2/>3/2 transitions (i.e.,
C 2 3 « C12· C13); (2) the radiative decay of the 2s 1 / 2 level,
connected with the two-photon transition, and its prob-
ability are practically always found to satisfy the condi-
tion87 A t « A2=AZ, and (3) fine splitting does not exceed
a few electron volts, which is usually much less than
the electron temperature of the plasma, so that the
probability of direct and reverse transitions 1 Zl 2 and
1 = 3 and the pumping rates q2 and q3 are proportional
to the statistical weight of the final state, i.e., C31

= lci3» C2i-Ci2> a n d 1i= l is · Solution of (4.1) under
these assumptions yields the following expression for
the intensity ratio for the fine-structure components:77

where ?,=?!, qp=q2+q3, q=qt+Qt, C i m x = C1 2+C1 3,
Crain = Ci2C13/Cm«, α = CIJ/CUX, and Wo = Aj/C.*, .

It is clear from (4.2) that, if α # ΐ / 3 , i.e., the ratio
of the 2s, / 2 — 2/>1/2 and 2s 1 / 2 — 2/>3/2 transition prob-
abilities does not correspond to the ratio of the sta-
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FIG. 11. Plots of PUVg) for MgXil-SXVI with β β =β, = 0.1 (curve
1) and 6e= Sj = 0.3 (curve 2) in the range Λ£ ~ 10 2°-10 2 2 cm"3.

tistical weights of the 2/>1/2 and 2/>3/2 levels, the quan-
tity β is a function of the plasma temperature and den-
sity. The dependence of β on Ν<η can then be charac-
terized as follows.

At low and high densities, which correspond to the
coronal and Boltzmann distributions, respectively, the
quantity β does not depend on the plasma parameters
and is equal to the ratio of the statistical weights of the
2p 1 / 2 and 2/>3/2 levels, i.e., 1/2. in the intermediate
region, Νι«Νι*}«Ν2 (where Ni=A1/CBax,N2=N0), the
quantity β is practically a constant and is determined by
the ratio of pumping rates to the 2s and 2p states and
the rates of mixing of these levels:

, β « Γ . 31ίΜ(*-τ) Ί
* |_ (2/3)-(,./s)(o—|.) I

(4.3)

Moreover, there are the two intermediate regions
"'-ATj and N(O~N2 in which β varies from l/2 to

(see Fig. 10).

The results given in Sec. 3 in connection with the
transition rates between closely lying levels in the case
of electron-ion and ion-ion collisions can readily be
used to calculate Cjk and hence, using (4.2), to con-
struct β as a function of N, for plasmas with different
charge compositions. For ions with nuclear charges
Z= 12-16, the quantities JVj and ^amount to 1O13-1O15

and 1O19-1O21 cm"3, respectively. Hence, it follows
that, whereas the first intermediate region is of in-
terest for the diagnostics of tenuous astrophysical
plasmas and plasmas in tokamaks, the function β(Ν,)
in the second intermediate region can be used for the
diagnostics of dense laboratory plasmas (laser plas-
mas, plasmas heated by relativistic electron beams,
and so on). Figure 11 shows β as a function of the
plasma density in the second intermediate region for
ions with Z= 12-16 and different values of the electron
temperature θ, = Θ, = *T,/^2Ry.

It is clear from (4.3) that the maximum value of β is
determined by the rates of population of the 2s and 2p
states. In particular, in the example shown in Fig. 11,
this ratio is determined by the rates of excitation of
the 2s and 2/> states by electron impact from the ground
state, which corresponds to the case of stationary
plasma. In a cooling plasma, the recombinational
population mechanism is possible in principle and
leads to a different value of βΛη. In particular, β<: 2
becomes possible (see Ref. 77 for further details).

It is important to emphasize that (4.2) can be used
only in the case of optically thin plasmas, i.e., in the
absence of resonance radiation trapping. In practice,
at least in the case of inertial confinement, this means
that diagnostics must rely on the ions of elements in-
troduced as impurities into the target. This type of ex-
periment has been carried out.88

B. Intensity ratio for resonance and intercombinational
lines of helium-like ions

For helium-like ions with Ζ < 20, the probability of
radiative decay of the 23P, triplet state is lower by
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several orders as compared with the corresponding
probability for the 2iPl singlet state, whereas the ex-
citation cross sections are roughly equal (the level
scheme is shown in Fig. 12). This means that the
coronal and Boltzmann values of the intensity ratio are
also different by several orders (see Fig. 5). In the in-
termediate region, where the rate of collisional de-
excitation of the 23P state becomes larger than the rate
of its radiative decay, the population of the 23P state
will be proportional to the density of ions in the ground
state, No. At the same time, the population of the 2lPt

state will be proportional to the product NtNt, as in the
case of very low densities. Thus, the intensity ratio
for the 2lPt — l ^ resonance line and the 23Pt — l'Sj, in-
tercombination line turns out to be proportional to the
plasma density JV, and is very convenient for the de-
termination of this density.

This method was first used in studies of the 0-pinch
plasmas." It has also been used to determine the den-
sity of laser plasmas.9 0 The next step was to investi-
gate the influence of different elementary processes
such as cascade excitation and three-particle and
photo-recombination.91 Vainshtein92 has pointed out
that exchange has to be taken into account in calcula-
tions of the cross sections for the excitation of singlet
states, and this has removed the serious discrepancy
between experimental (astrophysical) and theoretical
values of relative intensities at low densities. Detailed
calculations have been carried out91 for a broad range of
plasma parameters, taking into account all the colli-
sional and radiative processes for levels with principal
quantum number η «4. Figure 13 shows numerical cal-
culations of the ratio a = I{2lPi-liSo)/l(23Pl~liSli) for
the ion MgXI at kT, = 250 eV. The shape of the ct(N,)
curve is determined by different processes in different
regions.

For AT, < 1 0 n cm"3, the ratio a is independent of Nt.
The probabilities of radiative decay of all the levels,
including 23SU 21S0, 23P0, and 23P2, are then higher
than their rates of collisional de-excitation. For ΛΓ,
between 1011 and approximately 1016 cm"3, the probabil-
ities of radiative decay of the "metastable" 23Sf, 23P0,
and 23P2 levels become successively lower than the
probabilities of collisional transitions between the
triplet states. (We note, by the way, that the rates of
collisional transition between triplets and singlets are
lower by one or two orders of magnitude than the rates
of transition between levels of the same multipolarity).
Hence, all the triplet states begin to emit as a result of
the 2'Pj -11SO transition. For 1016 cm"3 < N. < 1019

cm"3, the ratio α is again density-independent and is

'///////////////Λ

MgX/

ID'-1- ,."•

Ne, cm"3

FIG. 13. Intensity ratio α for the resonance and intercombina-
tional lines of the helium-like ion MgXI as a function of plasma
density.

determined by the ratio of the total rates of excitation
of the group of singlets (21S0 and 2'Pj) and the group of
triplets (23St and 2 3 P 0 i l f 2 ) .

For Νβ> 1019 cm"3, the probability of collisional tran-
sitions from the 23S and 23P levels to the singlet level
2lL and the probability of their ionization become
greater than the probability of radiative decay A(23Pt

— l'S0). The ratio a is then proportional to Ne.

Next, for Ne £· 1O22 cm"3 collisional de-excitation pro-
cesses become appreciable for the 2JPj level as well
and, when Boltzmann equilibrium is reached, α be-
comes equal to the ratio of the radiative transition
probabilities (-1000).

Calculations of level populations for helium-like ions
have been reported for a broad range of densi-
ties. 9 1 · 9 3 " 9 5 Figures 14-16 show the function a(Ne) de-
duced from these data for the ions NaX-ArXVTI in the
region JV,~1O19-1O23 cm"3, which is particularly in-
teresting from the point of view of plasma diagnostics.
The very unexpected result is that the density of the
upper intercombinational line 33P1 — l 'S 0, first observed
by Boiko et al.,95 has turned out to be a function of den-
sity. The intensity ratio ε for the allowed (3'P, — l'Sj)
and the intercombinational (33Pt — 11SO) lines measured
in Ref. 95 is much greater than predicted by both the
coronal and Boltzmann models. It has turned out that
the anomalously high intensity of the line is due to the
cascade population of triplet levels.

In fact, at low densities, which correspond to the
coronal distribution, the ratio ε is independent of Nt

and its magnitude is equal to the coronal value (~ 50 in
the case of MgXII). Higher plasma densities lead to an
increase in the relative population of the 33P level
through cascade excitation of this state via the meta-

FIG. 12. The lower excit-
ed states of a helium-like
ion.
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FIG. 14. Plots of a (Ne) for NaX, SiXm, and C1XVI at different
plasma temperatures.
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FIG. 15. Same as Fig. 14, for MgXI, PXIV, and ArXVH.

stable triplet state 2SL, and the ratio ε decreases. Fur-
ther increase in the density ensures that collisional in-
tercombinational transitions between the 23L and 2iL
levels begin to reduce the population of the 23L level
and, consequently, of the 33P level as well. The ratio
ε then begins to increase, tending to its Boltzmann
value (approximately 500 in the case of MgXI; see Fig.
17).

There is thus a relatively narrow range of values of
the plasma density (N, »1020-1021 cm"3 for ions with
Ζ «11-14) in which the allowed ( 3 ^ — 11SO) and inter-
combinational (33Pj — J.1^) lines have similar intensi-
ties. The fact that the laser plasma investigated in
Ref. 95 had an electron density N, corresponding pre-
cisely to this region was indeed responsible for a
detectable 33Pj — Vs^ line. The detection of this line
in laser plasma and the detection of the 23P, — l 1 ^ line
have resulted in quantitative data on plasma electron
density (Fig. 17). Moreover, the high intensity of the
33Pt — l'S,, lines confirms the cascade mechanism as
the origin for the population inversion through the in-
tercombinational transitions ls33L — ls2'iL',tttM whose
wavelengths lie in the x-ray band.

C. Intensity ratio for dielectronic satellites of a
resonance line of hydrogen-like ions

Dielectronic satellites arise in the x-ray spectra of
multiply-charged ions as a result of transitions from
doubly excited states of ions with the preceding degree
of ionization. Satellites in the spectra of hydrogen-like
ions with Ζ ζ 10 are readily recorded, as are the reso-
nance lines themselves. Satellite line intensities are

kTe,,\i =№400200 800 WO 200

20

10'

10" 10

FIG. 17. Ratio ε i»/©1?!—l^,)//©1^—l'Sj) as a function of
electron density in plasma: 1—MgXI, kTe= 172 eV; 2—Α1ΧΠ,
JfeTe=172 eV; 3—PXIV, *Te=345 eV; 4—SXV, feTe = 345 eV;
5—C1XVI, feTe=345 eV.

usually interpreted in terms of the coronal model for
population46'47 on the basis of relativistic calculations
of radiative (A) and radiationless (Γ) de-excitation of
levels beyond the continuous spectrum limit. The use
of this model is justifiable only for tenuous as trophy si-
cal plasmas where collisional transitions between
doubly-excited levels of helium-like ions are unimpor-
tant. In the coronal model, the satellite intensity / in-
crease? with increasing autoionization probability Γ:

(£)«" exp ( - J-) ( 4 . 4 )

JO 10® 10" 10" IOa

FIG. 16. Same as Figs. 14 and 15, for ΑΙΧΠ and SXV.

where NH(ls) is the density of the hydrogen-like ions in
the ground state, gl = 2 is the statistical weight of the
ground state, a0 is the Bohr radius, g is the statistical
weight of the autoionization state, and Ε is its energy
measured from the ionization limit of the He-like ion.

Values of Γ may differ by a factor of up to 100 for
different satellites.57 It then follows from the coronal
model (4.4) that, when Ad Γ, the satellite intensities
should also differ by an analogous factor. However, the
spectroscopy of plasmas produced by neodymium and
iodine laser beams under different irradiation condi-
tions and for different parameters of the heating radia-
tion98 has shown that satellites with low Γ are much
stronger than predicted by the coronal model. It has
been shown97 that the reason for this discrepancy is the
departure of dense plasmas from the coronal model.
Indeed, the doubly-excited states in dense plasmas are
populated not only through dielectronic capture but also
through collisional transitions from near-lying auto-
ionization states. As a result, the intensity ratio of a
number of satellite lines depends on N, and can be used
to determine the electron density of the plasma. The
advantage of this particular diagnostic method is that
radiation-trapping effects which, in general, distort
the intensity and the shape of the resonance lines
themselves, are unimportant for satellites because the
lower levels for the satellites are the excited states of
the helium-like ions.

The populations of doubly-excited levels of helium-
like ions and, consequently, the intensities of the
satellite lines, must be determined by solving the
balance equation (see Fig. 18 for the level scheme)
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FIG. 18. Doubly excited
levels of a helium-like
ion.

ΛΓ, (Γ, + A, + Σ NeCik) = Q,NH (is) + Σ NkNeChi, (4.5)

where Qt is the probability of dielectronic capture to
the ί-th level.

When (4.5) is solved, it must be remembered that
satellites of the lines of hydrogen-like ions are strong
only if the concentration of the hydrogen-like ions is
high enough, i.e., usually for kT, a Z2Ry. The rates
of collisional transitions within the singlet and triplet
systems at such temperatures are much greater than
the rate CTs of transitions between triplets and sin-
glets.5 8 Hence, when AT,«No= {A + D/CTt, the balance
equations for the triplet and singlet level schemes can
be considered separately. The triplet level populations
have been calculated97 with a view to determining the in-
tensity ratio for the two groups of satellite lines

1) 2s2p
2) 2p**

'P, -+ Is2p »

- is2s 8

U2p
,, 2s2p

2 2
•ls2s'S,, 2s2p*PB

• is2p*Pl, 2ρ 2 3 /Ί
• U2s 3 5 , ;
•is2p3P1,2p-

The analytic egressions obtained in Ref. 97 have re-
sulted in a dependence of the intensity ratio for these
two groups of lines κ = /2//, on the plasma density which
can be qualitatively described as follows.

At low densities (coronal limit), dielectronic capture
gives rise to a preferential population of the 2s2p3P
level, whereas the population of the 2/>2 3P levels is low.
As the density increases, the 2/>2 3P levels are mainly
populated by excitation from the 2s2p3P levels and the
ratio κ increases. At still higher densities (collisional
transitions), the Boltzmann distribution is established
within the triplet system. The important point is that
the Boltzmann equilibrium between the triplet levels is
established even for JV, « No = (A + V)/CTS because the
rate of collisional 2s2psPzz 2/>2 3P transitions is greater
by roughly two orders of magnitude as compared with
the rate of intercombinational transitions (CTS).

Figure 19 shows the calculated intensity ratios for
the above two groups of satellite lines in the range

D. Intensity ratio for lines of oxygen-like ions

The spectra of ions with the 2s22/>* (fe = l-6) electronic
configuration in the 70-200 A band have been extensive-
ly investigated in recent years . 9 8 · " Moreover, it has
been pointed out100 that the electron density can be de-
termined from the relative rates of transition between
levels with principal quantum number η = 2 in this wave-
length band. This method is very important for two
reasons.

First, it can be used to extend the range of the
diagnosed plasma parameters, both in density and in

Ιτ^,ατΓ 3

0.5 0.5

W" 10* 10" 10™ ?O*Ne,<nC-

FIG. 19. Intensity ratio κ of satellite lines of NaX-SXV as a
function of plasma density.

temperature, when it is employed in conjunction with
diagnostic methods based on relative intensities of lines
due to hydrogen* and helium-like ions and their satel-
lites.

Second, plasmas containing multiply-charged ions
with the 2s22/>* configuration are currently regarded as
promising media for lasers operating in the far ultra-
violet.1 0 1-1 0 7·2 2 It turns out that the amplification coeffi-
cient that can be achieved for a given transition has a
well-defined maximum as a function of electron den-
sity.104 In view of this, it is very desirable to develop
methods for density diagnostics based on the spectra of
ions with the 2s22/>* configuration as a way of optimizing
the las ing conditions.

We shall now follow the method used in Ref. 108 to
consider processes that govern the populations of ex-
cited states of oxygen-like ions with principal quantum
numbers n = 2 (the level scheme is shown in Fig. 20).

Estimates of the cross sections for collisional transi-
tions show that the main contribution to the relaxation
constants is provided by electron-ion collisions. The
occupation of levels belonging to the 2s2/>s configuration
occurs during excitation by electron impact from the
2s22/>4 configuration. Excitation of the 2/>6 1SQ level from
the ground state corresponds to a dielectronic transi-
tion, the cross section for which is very low (much less
than the cross section for the excitation of the one-elec-
tron transition109), so that the population of this level in
dense plasma takes place with much higher efficiency

% 2p'

FIG. 20. Level scheme
for the lower excited
states of an oxygen-like
ion.

ijdd* '
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FIG. 21. Intensity ratio δ for the lines of oxygen-like ions
CaXin, ScXIV, TiXV, and VXVI as a function of flie electron
density of plasma.

through the cascade transition via the 2s2p*1Pi state.
The decay of the 2s2/>5 level occurs during radiative
and collisional transitions to levels of the ground-state
configuration. The 2/>6S0 level decays through transi-
tions to 2s2p5 levels.

The solution of the kinetic equations for the popula-
tions of the above levels with allowance for the above
processes can readily be obtained analytically.108 The
solution has been used110 to calculate the intensity ratio
5 = /(2/>6 iSt^2s2ps 1P1)/l(2s2p5 3Pf2s*2pi 3P$ for.-
oxygen-like ions CaXIII-FeXIX as a function^ of the
plasma density (see Figs. 21-22). It is clear from
these figures that the temperature dependence of δ is
very weak. This is very convenient from the point of
view of electron density determinations. This method
has been used108 to determine the density of laser plas-
mas from the spectra of the ions CaXIII and TiXV.

5. SPECTROSCOPIC DIAGNOSTICS OF SUPERDENSE

PLASMAS

The method discussed in Sec. 4 of this review can be
used to determine the electron density of plasmas in
the range Nt ~1O19-1O23 cm"3 from the relative intensi-
ties of x-ray lines of ions with Ζ-10-15 (see Figs. 11,
14-17,19,21,22). in principle, these methods can also
be used for N, & 10" cm"3 when the ion charge is
greater. However, the plasma must then contain ions
with very high ionization potentials (/, ̂ 3.5 keV), which

- CrXW/ £- -231 2 MnW/

ItT,-
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kT =s

2ίδ
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FIG. 22. Same as in Fig. 21, for the ions CrXVn, MnXVin,
and FeXIX.

are excited' only at very high temperatures, it is,
therefore, very desirable to reach the high-density
region not as a result of an increase in the charge of
the ion, but through a suitable choice of the spectral
lines of ions with given Ζ. In other words, it will be
interesting to consider the difference between the actual
distribution over the excited states for an ion with fixed
Ζ and the Boltzmann distribution as the plasma density
increases. To solve this problem, we return to (2.1),
which is the condition for the establishment of the
Boltzmann distribution between the two levels 1 and 2.
It is clear from this condition that, as the electron den-
sity increases, the Boltzmann equilibrium is eventually
established between levels satisfying the following two
conditions: (a) the probabilities of radiative decay of
both levels are high (i.e., radiative decay is determined
by optically allowed transitions), and (b) the rate of
collisional transitions between the levels is relatively
low (for example, between levels with different multi-
plicity). It is readily seen that the cases examined in
Sec. 4 do not satisfy both these conditions at the same
time. In fact, for the triple 23P state (Sec. 4b), condi-
tion (a) is not satisfied because the decay of these
states is determined by the weak spin-orbit interaction
and the radiative decay probability A is low. In the
other cases (Sees. 4a,c-d), condition (a) is satisfied,
but the levels are connected by dipole collisional transi-
tions, the rate of which is high [ condition φ) is not
satisfied].

Conditions (a) and (b) can be satisfied simultaneously
for triplet and singlet doubly excited states of helium-
like ions. In fact, the radiative decay of such states
corresponds to a strong resonance transition [condition
(a) is satisfied] and the rate of collisional transitions
is low because these levels have different multiplicities
[ condition (b) is satisfied]. In view of the foregoing, the
establishment of the Boltzmann distribution and the
change in the relative intensities of the spectral lines in
this system occur at much higher densities as compared
with the cases considered above. This system is there-
fore the most promising from the point of view of
superdense plasma diagnostics.111

Let us now consider the change in the relative popula-
tions of doubly-excited states of helium-like ions during
a transition from tenuous to dense plasma (Fig. 18
shows the energy levels). We note, to begin with, that
the establishment of the Boltzmann distribution between
the levels occurs in two stages. First, when Nt~A/C,
where C is the rate of collisional transitions of the
triplet-triplet or singlet-singlet type, the Boltzmann
distribution is established separately in the triplet and
singlet system. This range of values of Nt was dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. 4c. As the density increases
up to Nt~A/CTS, where C r s is the rate of collisional
transitions between the triplet and the singlet levels,
the Boltzmann distribution begins to set in between
states with different multiplicity as well, and this again
leads to a change in the intensity ratio for certain lines.

The relative populations of singlet and triplet states
can readily be determined in this region from the
balance equations for the system of levels shown in Fig.
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FIG. 23. Scheme used in the calculation of the intensify ratio
σ for triplet and singlet satellites in superdense plasma (the
central level is 2121'*L).

23:

Γ, (At + Γ,
V2 (A2 + r2 + Wu + Wa) = (5.1)

where subscripts 1, 2, 3, and 0 represent, respective-
ly, the systems of singlet and triplet doubly-excited
levels of the helium-like ion, levels with η = 2, and the
ground state of the hydrogen-like ion. The equations
given by (5.1) thus include auto ionization and radiative
decay, dielectronic capture, ionization, ternary re-
combination, and collisional intercombinational transi-
tions. Solution of (5.1) yields the following expression
for the ratio of populations of triplet and singlet levels:

(5.2)

where:

2.0

1.0

10" 10"

FIG. 24. Plots of a(Ne) for the following ions: OVII (1-3)
<*Γβ=41, 81, 121 eV), NeK (4-6) №Te=67, 134, 201 eV),
MgXI (7-9) (feTe = 100, 200, 300 eV), SiXIII (10-12) (feTe=140,
280, 420 eV).

Equation (5.2) can be used to determine the intensity
ratio for any pair of lines, one of which begins from
the triplet and the other from the singlet state. For
example, Fig. 24 shows u = IT/ls as a function of Nt,
calculated from (5.2) for the following ions: OVII,
NelX, MgXI, and SiXIII; IT is the sum of the intensities
of several closely lying triplet lines and 7S is the in-
tensity of the stronger singlet line (in our view, these
are the most convenient quantities for experimental
determination), namely: 7s=7(2/>2'TJj—ls2/>'P^; 7 r

= I(2p2 3 P , - U2p 3P0) +Σ2,= 0[Ι(2Ρ2 3Pj~ls2p 3Pt)
+ I(2s2p ' P , —Is2s 3Sj)] +Z)2

al7(2/>2 3P,-~ls2p 3P 2).
It is clear from Fig. 24 that the σ(Ν,) graphs can be
used as a basis for density measurements in the range
ΛΓ,~1Ο22-1Ο25 cm" 3 in the case of ions with ionization
potentials 7,-0.74-2.4 keV. We note that the drop in
the intensity ratio decreases with decreasing charge on
the ions. This complicates the diagnostics based on
lines of elements lighter than oxygen, i.e., studies of
plasmas with still lower temperature (Fig. 24).

6. RANGE OF APPLICATION OF SPECTROSCOPIC
METHODS IN PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

The intensity ratios which we have discussed for a
number of spectral lines of multiply-charged ions can
be used with suitable ion charges to determine the plas-
ma density in the broad range between JV#~1018 cm" 3

and ΛΓ#~1Ο25 cm" 3 (see Table I).' Calculations that have
been performed were based on the following three con-
ditions which, in general, may restrict their range of
application:

1) the stationary set of equations for the populations
is solved

2) the ionization state of the plasma is assumed to
correspond to the given temperature and density

3) the plasma is assumed to be optically thin (at any
rate, for the particular lines).

Let us consider these conditions in detail.

The time necessary to establish the time-independent
ionization state, i.e., the time to establish stationary
concentrations of ions in the ground state is usually
much longer than the corresponding time for the ex-
cited state. At the same time, the plasma may be re-
combining, overcooling, overheating, or underionized.
The degree of deviation from the ionization equilibrium
in the case of plasma containing helium-like ions can be
determined from the intensities of satellites of the cor-
responding resonance line.4 7 If the departure from the
stationary ionization state is considerable, the above
computational schemes require slight modification
through the inclusion of excitation from inner shells in

TABLE I. Ranges of validity of spectroscopic methods for
plasma diagnostics

Method for determining density from
intensity ratio

Components of resonance doublet of a
hydrogen-like ion

Resonance and intercombmational lines
of a helium-like ion

Dielectronic satellites of a resonance line
of a hydrogen-like ion

Lines of an oxygen-like ion

Ion charge

1 1 - 1 5

9—16

9—14
6-12

12-18

Ionization po-
tential, keV

1.96-3.49

1.47-4.12

1.47—3.22
0.74-2.44
0.73—1.46

Diagnostic range,
cm"3

Ι Ο ^ - Ι Ο "

1 0 " - 1 0 M

10»»—10"
10 a *-10 2 1

1018—10»°
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the pumping terjns for underionized plasma and re-
combination processes in the case of cooling plasma.

Exact allowance for radiation trapping in the multi-
level system is very complicated. This can be done
approximately by using the effective radiative decay
probabilities introduced by Holstein and Biberman.112·113

This kind of analysis shows that, in some cases, large
optical thickness of the plasma will have no effect on
the relative intensity of the spectral lines. For exam-
ple, large optical thickness in the resonance line of a
helium-like ion does not, up to a certain limit, affect
the intensity ratio of the resonance and intercombina-
tional lines (see Sec. 4b). In this case, resonance line
trapping begins to have an appreciable effect on the in-
tensity only when the effective decay probability of the
21Pi level falls down to a value comparable with the
decay probability of the triplet 2*P1 level. For ions
with 2~ 10-20, this correspond to optical thicknesses
τ,,*-100-10. In other cases (see Sees. 4a-d and 5),
radiation trapping may have an important effect even
for Το,,-1 (see, for example, Ref. 114). Reliable
diagnostics of nonhomogeneous plasma by the method
discussed in Chaps. 4 and 5 is therefore possible only
for optically thin plasmas. We note, however, that:
(1) in practice, this can be readily achieved by intro-
ducing the necessary elements into the composition of
the target in the form of small impurities and (2) in the "
case of dielectronic satellites (Sees. 4c and 5), when
the lower level involved in the radiative transition is an
excited state, the optical thickness of the plasma in all
real experiments is less than unity, and there is no
radiation trapping.

Hi conclusion, we note that the methods for the de-
termination of plasma densities, discussed in Sec.
4, are now quite widely used for dense plas-
m a2S,25 >40 I42.8O. e0.9 5,9e, 10e,U 5 l l ie a n d > 33 a r u l e > y ie ld Γβ-

sults that are in good agreement with one another and
with determinations of the density from the Stark broad-
ening of the lines of hydrogen-like ions (Refs. 40, 42,
88, 90, 95, 96, and 116).

7. EFFECT OF ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS
ON THE EMISSION SPECTRA OF MULTIPLY-
CHARGED IONS

Strong electric and magnetic fields have an important
effect on the nature of the gas-dynamic expansion and
compression of inertial plasma.117'118 This effect has
been examined in many theoretical and experimental
papers. For example, even the linear theory, as ap-
plied to inhomogeneous laser plasmas, predicts a sharp
increase in the amplitude of the electric field near the
critical point at the laser frequency when the radiation
is sharply focused and is polarized in the plane of in-
cidence. An increase in the field amplitude is ac-
companied by resonance absorption of the laser radia-
tion,119·120 the presence of which has been confirmed
experimentally.121'122 The characteristic size of in-
homogeneities near the critical point is only a few
microns,121 and this is explained by the ponderomotive
effects of strong electric fields. Next, the nonlinear
theory predicts that electromagnetic oscillations devel-

b)

FIG. 25. (a) Raman scattering by excited ions with initial
state B*+ Ηω0 and final state B+ £o>J; (b) stimulated two-pho-
ton emission corresponding to initial state Β* + Κω0 and final
state B+ 2#ωο+ Λω£.

op at a series of frequencies in the presence of a
powerful laser field, which corresponds to parametric
instability.123 Experimental confirmation of such fields
would throw considerable light on the nature of elec-
trodynamic processes near the critical point.

We now have the natural question: what conclusions
about the presence of electromagnetic fields can be
drawn from an analysis of the x-ray line spectrum?

. A strong electric field at the laser frequency. ω0

should lead to the appearance of two lines near each
parity-forbidden transition ω21

3) (see Fig. 25). These
lines have frequencies ω21±ω0 and correspond to two-
photon processes, namely, anti-Stokes Raman scat-
tering and stimulated two-photon emission. In the ab-
sence of random resonances, the line intensities are
practically equal and given by

T (a'/eg ΛΓ,αΕ'
1 SHC '

where σ is the Raman scattering cross section which,
in the approximation of a single virtual state, is given
by

Γ
•>''("I»

4 ( ω , 2 — ω
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where ω'=ω 2 1±ω 0, σΓ is the Thomson cross section,
and ftJ is the i -~j oscillator strength. It has been
shown121 that the intensity of these laser satellites
begins to be comparable with the intensities of allowed
lines due to helium-like and lithium-like ions for cEz/
8ττβ1015 w/cm2. The satellite splitting 2ω0 amounts to
about 2 eV in the case of the neodymium laser, which is
in agreement with the experimental spectral resolution
in the region above a few angstroms. For the CO2
laser, the splitting 2ω0 is already less than the spectral
resolution. Laser satellites should then be observed
simply as lines with the forbidden transition frequency,
ion-ion collisions in very dense plasmas should lead to
an analogous effect.125 Lines corresponding to forbid-
den transitions have been reported for laser plasmas.128

Spontaneous magnetic fields have been detected during

"This effect was considered by Baranger and Moser.1"
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the focusing of laser radiation both on the surfaces of
solids and in gases.1 2 7"1 2 9 Faraday rotation has been
used1 2 9 to record fields of the order of a few megagauss.
However, attempts to observe the Zeeman splitting of
spectral lines in laser plasmas have so far been un-
successful. This problem remains the testing ground
for spectroscopic diagnostics.130·131

The size of the zeeman splitting for fields of the
order of 10e G (this corresponds to contemporary
theoretical ideas130·132·133) is1 3 4 ΔωΗ = βΗ/2ηιο* eV. The
Doppler width of spectral lines depends on the flux and
conditions of focusing, and lies in the range Δω^/ω
~ 10"3-10"4. We shall take Δω ρ/ω = 5 χ ΙΟ"4 as a typical
value. Reliable observation of the splitting is possible
for Δω β > &o)s, i.e., for βω <60 eV. Transitions of the
form 23P —23S in helium-like ions are very convenient
for this purpose. These lines can readily be identified
and, moreover, when JV,~1020-1021 cm"3, their inten-
sity is much higher than, for example, the intensity of
of the 2lP — 2iF line because the 23P state is metastable
(see Sec. 4b). In the case of MgXI and SiXm, the cor-
responding wavelengths are 950.6 and 763.36 A, re-
spectively. Systematic spectral studies of hot laser
plasmas in this range have not so far been carried out.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Studies of x-ray line spectra emitted by inertially
confined systems are thus capable of yielding extensive
information on the fundamental properties of multiply-
charged ions of elements introduced into the targets,
and on the physical conditions obtaining in plasmas.
Successful development of techniques for producing
spectra with the necessary time and spatial resolution
will make x-ray spectroscopy one of the most effective
methods of plasma diagnostics. The development of
such methods for the investigation of inertially con-
fined plasmas has assumed an importance on a par
with that of the development of x-ray microscopy and
neutron diagnostics.135·138
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